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Abstract: This paper describes a design architecture that
performs mathematical operations using Vedic sutra for
upward compatibility in pipeline manner. In spite of
increasing the area, performance and reducing power,
Vedic architecture have observed to be inherently
compatible with higher efficiency for pipeline architecture.
However Vedic architecture leads to additional flexibility
starting from 2-bit base modules to 8-bit modules (L=1,2,3)
and pipeline can be compactable to any base modules for
any given length.

characteristics exhibited by Vedic sutras especially
insensitivity to direction while computing the result in
arithmetic operation.
II.

Vedic sutras have been influencing computing
architecture researchers in seeking alternatives for rapid
computation since last 2 decades. Majority of the research
literature indicates the use of Urdhva Tiryagbhyam sutra for
efficient multiplication. Though literature survey indicates
wide usage of the sutras in hardware implementation of
architecture, it has been found exceptionally for individual
arithmetic operation. Attempts have been made to use sutras
on application based eg. MAC for Signal Processing, custom
architecture for specific domain applications. A generic
architecture for application development has been a void area
in literature and has been an area of interest in the current
era. This requires exploration towards an integrated
Arithmetic Unit implementation. In this work we have
proposed a modular and pipeline arithmetic unit that has
following unique features. The architecture works on N-bit
size, where N can be 8 – 64 bit with modular cascade facility
having N = fn (K, L), with K=2, 4 or 8 and L=1, 2, 3 or 4.

Many researchers proposed arithmetic algorithms at
simulation level using vedic sutra. These algorithm have
been evaluated with better performance, area and speed.
The literature has been widely found to be towards
individual arithmetical operators like multiplier, square and
cube and so on. A consolidated computing architecture,
especially N-bit ALU is yet be realized Generalized N-bit
ALU, can always be realized using pipeline modular
architecture. The proposition is on realizing N-bit using ‘2L’
as base modules using ‘K’ modules in pipelining. The
authors have extensively verified modular architecture for
4-Bit modules for 16 bit and 32 bit pipelined operations.
Individually multiplication using Urdhva Tiryakbhyam,
division
using
Dhwajanka
sutra,
square
using
Dwandwayoga sutra. MAC unit which involves
multiplication algorithms used in FFT and IFFT using
sutras of Vedic mathematics and it is possible to achieve
reduce version interms of speed and delay, compared to
different generations of ALU

Higher value of N – bit architecture exhibits downward
compatibility without any additional hardware. The
Arithmetic unit proposed works for all operations of {+,-, x,
/}. The core architecture is implemented with multiplication
and addition, whereas subtraction and division uses the same
addition and multiplication with complement data
representation.

The authors are now exploring N-bit ALU architecture
FPGA implementation using Vedic sutras with flexible
modular pipeline architecture and mainly targeted for
Digital Signal processing applications.

The pipeline architecture (N= 2L *K) has been succefully
implemented by the authors in their earlier work on 32 bit
MAC unit used for DSP applications [7]. Hardware
implementation of the Arithmetic unit has been verified on
Spartan 3E Board/Basys3(artix_7) family. For the Xilinx
Spartan and Artix family, it is found that the gate delay
significantly reduces by using Vedic math sutras. The present
work proposes a flexible, modular and pipeline facilitation
for a generic arithmetic unit to be used for any application.

Keywords: modular architecture, Vedic computing,
arithmetic algorithms of ALU, pipeline computing, digital
signal processing

I.

REVIEW WORK

INTRODUCTION

In this paper an attempt is made to indicate pipeline
architecture felicitation, which is equally flexible with
Vedic sutras. on the contrary it is not been used in
conventional ALU approach, Here N-bit CPU with
flexibility of Vedic architecture components in pipeline
manner with data handling capability of any lower values
of N especially divided by 2 number has been suggested
and extendible in cascade.

III.

VEDIC SUTRAS FOR ALU

Conventional available architecture on ALU uses
arithmetic operations especially addition and subtraction
using serial adder. For N which is evolved from 16 bit in
1980’s to 128bit in current era. Generally subtraction is
implemented with complementary addition. Multiplication
and division is commonly implemented using successive

There is wide scope for exploiting the unique
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addition operation and successive subtraction respectively
Scope exists largely for multiplication and division using
vedic sutras, in this work we have targeted multiplication
and division feasibility in FPGA that uses urdhva
tiryakbhyam sutra for multiplication similarly division is
implemented using successive complement addition
A. Square using Dwandwayoga Sutra
Here in order to compute the square of number, we use
Duplex property of Urdhva Triyakbhyam. For square
operation a dedicated hardware can improve its performance
compare to multiplier architecture

Fig. 1. Basic block diagram of Arithmetic unit

Design starts with the implementation of multiplier
design of size 2x2(21*1), where it is equivalent to 2L* K bit
multiplier

1) Algorithm for 4 x 4 bit Square Using Urdhva
Tiryakbhyam D – Duplex

A. 2x2 bit Multiplier(21*1) where K= 1 stage
In 2x2 bit multiplier, the multiplicand has 2 bits each and
the result of multiplication is of 4 bits. So in input ranging
from (00) to (11) and output lies in the set of (0000, 0001,
0010, 0011, 0100, 0110, 1001).

For example:
X3 X2 X1 X0 Multiplicand
Y3 Y2 Y1 Y0 Multiplier
H G F E D C B A-- final product
2) Parallel Computation
1. D = X 0 * Y0 = A
2. D = 2 * X1 * Y0 = B
3. D = 2 * X2 * Y0 + X1 * Y1 = C
4. D = 2 * X3 * Y0 + 2 * X2 * Y1 = D
5. D = 2 * X3 * Y1 + X 2 * Y2 = E
6. D = 2 * X3 * Y2 = F
7. D = X3 * Y3 = G
B. Algorithm for Multiplication using Urdhva tiryakbhyam
Here the multiplier is implemented using vertical and
crosswise method. This is a common method used for all the
possible cases of multiplication. We can achieve parallelism
in generation of partial products and its final results .
IV.

Fig. 2. Hardware Implementation of 21*1(where L=1, K=1)

B. 4x4 bit Multiplier
The 4x4 Multiplier is made by using K=4, 2x2 multiplier
blocks. Here, the multiplicands are of bit size (n=4) where as
the result is of 8 bit size. The input is broken into smaller
blocks of size of n/2 = 2, for both inputs, that is a and b.
These newly formed block of 2 bits are given as input to 2x2
multiplier block and the result produced 4 bits, which are the
output produced from 2x2 multiplier block are sent for
addition to an addition tree.

DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed Arithmetic Module has first been split into
three smaller modules (shown in fig 1), that is
1.

Multiplier

2.

MAC unit

3.

Arithmetic module,

As a whole. These modules have been made using
Verilog HDL and simulated for different case study and
synthesized in Xilinx Vivado 2016.1 with Spartan 3 family
and XC3S400 device and Zynq700 Zedboard as target.
Arithmetic block is considered as unique and important
functional block. It handles all the Arithmetic and logic
operations that are required for user constraints.in this
proposed method arithmetic block is implemented using
Vedic algorithms and priority is given for multiplication. To
implement addition and subtraction conventional method is
used.
Fig. 3. Hardware Implementation of 22*4(where L=2, K=4)
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C. 8x8 bit Multiplier (23*4) where K= 4 or 8 stages
The 8x8 Multiplier is made by using 4 , 4x4 multiplier
blocks or using 8, 2x2 multiplier Here , the multiplicands
are of bit size (n=8) where as the result is of 16 bit size.
The input is broken into smaller size of n/2 = 4, for both
inputs, that is a and b, just like as in case of 4x4 multiply
block. These newly formed block of 4 bits are given as
input to 4x4 multiplier block, where again these new
chunks are broken into even smaller of size n/4 = 2 and
fed to 2x2 multiply block. The result produced, from
output of 4x4 bit multiply block which is of 8 bits, are
sent for addition to an addition tree Fig 4: Hardware
Implementation of 23*4(where L=3, K=4)

For square operation the total delay has been reduced
from 25.380ns (as in normal multiplication) to 13.9ns in
case of using Vedic mathematics sutras. Number of slices
has also been reduced from 72 to 36 out of 4656.
For multiplication, total delay has been reduced from
25.380ns to 19.868ns with almost same number of slices.
Number of 8-bit and 16-bit adders/subtractors have also
been reduced when design in implemented using Vedic
Mathematics Sutras.
TABLE III.

The Arithmetic module designed in this work, makes
use of 4 components that are, Adder, Subtractor, and
Multiplier. As a subtraction, and multiplication on n- bit
data. The arithmetic unit uses conventional adder and
substractor, while the multiplier unit are made using Vedic
Mathematics Algorithm. The control signals which guide the
Arithmetic unit to perform a particular operation, i.e.
Addition, subtraction, multiplication operation are s0 and s1,
which are provided by the control circuit. The status of
control lines s0 and s1 and the corresponding arithmetic
operation being performed.
TABLE I.

V.

S0
0

0

1

subtraction

1

0

multiplication

1

1

others

Area

72 out of
4656 LUT’s

36 out of
4656 LUT’s

CONCLUSION
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Above implementation and analysis it can lead to
independent computing when the application word length is
smaller than the architecture word length, N bit processor by
product flexible and it posses potentially becoming parallel
processor also. If 64 bit processor is will have control signals
to enable and disable the lower components (32 bit or 16 bit)
as per user requirements and can use for both pipeline and
parallel architecture modes. As an alternate for downward
compactable applications user will have choice of successive
blocks.

Based on the simulation and synthesis of computing
architecture the performance evaluation over speed and area
( in terms of LUT’s) is presented under the following
testbench specifications.
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